
  Flashpoint receives majority growth
investment from Audax Group

A Year in Review
with Flashpoint

Expansion of the Flashpoint Partner
 Integrations Ecosystem

Enhancements to the
Flashpoint Intelligence Platform 

170M+
 Media Assets Collected

473M+
Illicit Forum Posts

1.8B+
Chat Services Messages

62K+
Threat Actor Mentions of CVEs

200+
Most Prevalent Malware

Families and Associated IOCs
Within Flashpoint Collections

Compromised Credentials

38B+

1.6B+
Stolen Credit Cards

8.1B+
Unique Credentials in

Flashpoint’s Dataset Based on
Email/Password Combinations

High Signal, High Volume Collections

In 2021...

New Products + Services

Payment and Credit Card Fraud Mitigation

Flashpoint customers saved a total of 10K+ hours with Flashpoint
Request for Information (RFI) custom analyst research intelligence 

A customer identified and secured at-risk accounts containing
$10.1M using OCR capabilities

A financial services customer identified an average of 125 account
screenshots with $6M at risk on a monthly basis

During an October incident, Flashpoint provided customers an
estimated $1.38M in potential fraud loss avoidance with our Card

Fraud offering; one customer was able to mitigate $72K in fraud losses

Helps teams detect stolen credit cards enabling them to block 
fraudulent transactions and reissue stolen credit cards before 
they are used, which saves time, money, and reputational risk.

Domain Monitoring

Provides teams the ability, resources, and insight into observed 
domain phishing activity related to the organization; eliminates 

threats such as typosquatting, phishing attacks, and brand 
impersonation through logo detection.

Social Media Monitoring

Enables users to identify fake or duplicate accounts targeting 
the brand, enterprise, or employees from social media sites.

Mobile App Monitoring

Provides the ability to monitor official mobile app stores, third 
parties, and directory sites for fraudulent apps that are 

targeting or impersonating a brand.

Takedown Management

Proactively alerts users to malicious URLs, fake social media 
accounts, as well as fraudulent mobile apps; provides the ability 

to action via takedown services to remove malicious assets 
directly in the Flashpoint Intelligence Platform.

App

Identify Card Exposure, Prevent Fraud,
and Take Action 

Managed Intelligence

Provides specialized, proven Flashpoint services that enable 
security teams to exponentially scale their operations to combat 

and mitigate threats to their organization.

Address Critical Risk, Save Time,
and Augment Your Security Team

Extortion Monitoring Service

Delivers real-time automated alerts of identified leaked assets 
as a result of an extortion incident, providing teams the

necessary insight into the extent of exposure and damage.

Optical-Character Recognition
(OCR) Capabilities

Identify text, logos,and objects
from multimedia within Flashpoint
collections.

Introduction of Social Media
Collections

In addition to Reddit, Gab, MeWe, Raddle, 
4chan etc., view Twitter data to identify 
potential threats and discussions related 
to your organization.

Expansion of Sources
for Data Exposure Alerting

Internet and Cloud Infrastructure 
Sources: Monitor your digital footprint 
for potential vulnerabilities and identify 
publicly exposed AWS S3 buckets.

Automated Translations to
Expand Search Results 

Flashpoint pre-translates our datasets 
across 25+ languages, providing a wider 
range of search results from foreign 
language sources within Flashpoint 
collections. 

Identify Leaked Assets; View Extent of Exposure
and Damage due to an Extortion Incident

Monitor For Brand Impersonation, 
Stop Typosquatting, and Request Takedowns

www.flashpoint-intel .com @flashpointintel

Enhancement to existing integration


